SANATAHAN ALLIED INDUSTRIES is an ISO 9001 – 2008 (TUV SUD) certified company offering World class Mobility solutions to Armored Police, Military & VIP vehicles.

Our in house R&D and design team consists of qualified and experienced professionals of international repute. We have extensive production and manufacturing facilities in Hyderabad, INDIA.

“SAFESURE” RUNFLAT Systems provide the vehicle capability to continue journey for extended distance, while experiencing one or more deflated or damaged tires hit by an AK 47, SLR or tire blast. We can custom manufacture Runflat Systems for 4 X 4, 6 X 6, 8 X 8 Wheeled Armored Vehicles at short notice. We can customize the Runflat Systems for vehicles using Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS).

MISSION: To produce and supply world class products and services with state of the art Manufacturing and Quality Procedures with assured product performance that meets and exceeds our customer expectations in time, at expected place.

“SAFESURE” Runflat Systems (Bullet Proof wheels) are available for these Armored Vehicles.

| Maruti Gypsy | Ambassador |
| Mahindra Rakshak | Mitsubishi Pajero |
| Mahindra Bolero | Mitsubishi Montero |
| Mahindra Scorpio | Mercedes S U Vehicles |
| Toyota Prado | BMW X3 and X5 |
| Toyota Land Cruisers | Nissan Patrol |
| Tata Safari | Lexus 470 and 570 |
| Tata 407 SFC | Ford F 550 |
| Tata 713 TC | Ford Endeavor |
| Mine Protected Vehicle (MPV) | Ashok Leyland, Stallion Mark III & IV |
| (12,500 Kgs Class & More) | (9,000 Kgs Class & More) |
| Special Purpose Vehicles 6 X 6 | Special Purpose Vehicles 8 X 8 |
| (15,000 – 24,000 Kgs class & more) | (24,000 – 32,000 Kgs class & More) |
PERFORMANCE: “SAFESURE” Runflat systems comply with INTERNATIONAL FINABEL STANDARDS and is tested and approved by ORDINANCE FACTORIES (GOVT OF INDIA) after rigorous field trials. We can provide RUNFLAT Systems for vehicles from 3,000 – 32,000 Kgs Gross Vehicle Weights, RUNFLAT distance varies from 40-80 km and at speeds of 40-80 km ph and more.

“SAFESURE” RUNFLAT System
(Bullet Proof Wheel)

AVAILABLE SIZES: RUNFLAT Systems are available for these wheel rim sizes.
15”, 16”, 17”, 17.5”, 18”, 19”, 19.5”, 20”, 22.5” and can custom manufacture for other sizes.

SPECIALITY APPLICATIONS:
- Military Combat Vehicles
- Cash in Transit Vehicles
- Convicts Transfer Vehicles
- Police Anti Riot Vehicles
- Ambulances
- Fire Rescue Vehicles
- Police Patrol Vehicles
- Armored Rescue Vehicles
- Armored V I P Limousines
- Remote Operated Vehicles

DELIVERY SCHEDULE: We maintain ready stocks of standard sizes and normally take 2 weeks lead time against purchase order.

Please contact for further clarifications or new developments for your specific requirements and we would be glad to develop custom made specialty products to suit your technical and tactical requirements and we promise you one of the best prices in the business with superior service and warranties.

Sales & Marketing.

Venkateshwar Rao. J
Mobile : +91 9959902433 / +91 9490912433
Desk : +91 40 23810537
Fax : +91 40 23812474
Mail : vjapala@yahoo.com
      : vjapala@safesure.co.in
      : www.safesure.co.in